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The sextuple involution, which LQ6] determines in a plane p, bas 
tll1'ee singulw' lloints S of on[81' two lying in a straight line s and 
(in the intel'sections of [~4) Jour singllla1' llOints of orde?' one, vvhich 
are completed into sets of six by the pairs of an involution lying on s. 

Any trisecant t of a r/ is trisecant of 00' curves of (he congruence 
and in particulal' of afigure (!/, fJ4). The congruence of tlte singula?' 
t1,isecants is therefore identical wlth the congruence of the chords 
of 1~4, is consequently a (2, 6). 

The cone projecting a (l6 out of one of its points has in common 
with ()3 the 6 intersections of the two curves; the l'emaining 9 points 
detel'mine each a singular bisecant b. 

The surface n 7 belonging to a point S of 0 3 consists of 2\ the 
plane (j (of which any straight line is singular bisecant) and a cOl!e 
(b)4. Oonsequently the ,~ingulcl1' bisecants b form Cl congnwnce (9, 12), 

A plane (P con(ains a curve (ps being t11e loeus of the points of 
contact of curves Q6. As (p" has 34 points in common with AS, 
outside 0 3

, tile curves I! 6 touching (P form a r[>34, which is moreover 
intel'sected by (P in a Cl1l've q}4. As (p6 is intel'sected by all arbitral'y 
2 2 in 10 points, (j3 is c1ecuple CllrVe of <jJ34; 80 'J 24 bas thl'ee 
octuple points 8. From this lt ens neb fUl'thel' th at (f} and Cf 2\ apart 
from tbe points S, have 96 points in common, so th at (P is osculatecl 
by '48 eurves (l6. 

As (p" has outside 0 3 140 points in common with ~Jf34 thel'e are 
140 curves (J6 touching two ploues. 

Tl1e bilineal' congl'nenees of twisted CUl'ves (>5 and 1/' which are 
determined by nets of cu bic smfaC'es I have eonsidel'ecl in commu
nications publishecl in volume XVII, p. 1250, in volume XVIII, 
p. 43 and in vol. XVI, p. 733 and 1186 of these Pl'oceedings. The 
congruence of twisted cu bies detel'l1lÎned by a [(b 3

] was extensi vely 
treated by STUYVAERT (l3ull. Acad. de Belgique, 1907, p. 470-514). 

Iv.rathematics. - "Associated points witlt ?'espect to a complex of 
quadric8." BJ' OES. H. VAN OS. (Communicaled by Professor 

JAN DE VRIES). 

(Communicated in the meeting of May 29, H115). 

rLet a triply infinite Iineur system (complex) be given of qnadrics 
CP2. The &urfaces pftssing through a point P form a net anel have 
moreover st'ven points Q in common. If we nssociate those points 
to P we get a cOl'l'espondence, wilieh win be cOl1sic1el'ed here. 

\\ 
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§ 1. We first prove the proposition : Any stl'aight line l joining 
two associateel points Panel 0, contains an involution of pairs 
of associated points. Any pencll of the complex has one cp2 in com
mon with the net detel'mined by Pand Q, anel intersects Z there
fore along an involution containing rhe paiî' of points P, Q. If two 
penC'ils have one rfJ2 m common (If they "intersect" as we shall say 
fol' the sake of brevity) the _associated involutions have moreover 
one pair of pointE> m comrnon anel so coinciele. If the two pencils 
do not il1tersect a thil'd may be introdureel interseeting each of them 
and it may be seen that the illvolntions coincide in that case too. 
All pellcils thel'efore inter'sect Z along the same involution, any pair 
of pomts of it consequently detel'mines an infinite number of pencils, 
sets apart a net out of the complex, by which the proposition has 
been proved. 

§ 2. Let ns detel'rnil1e the loeus of the points P coincieling with 
one of theil' associateel points. Fo!' this purpose we determine the 
number of those points lymg on the sertion Q4 of two rfJ2 of the 
complex. The sets of eigbt associated points on (/ are cut out 
on cl' by tlle cp~ of a pencil (rfJ2) from the complex. Now a peneil 
(l[J2) contains sü'teen (l[J2), toucbing a tw isted quartic of the first 
kind; this IS easily seen by making the curve to degenerate into a 
quad L'llatel'al, each of the sieles of w bich touches then at two rfJ2, ' 

while thl'ough ea,ch angle paE>ses one cp2, whicb must be counted 
twice. 1

) TlJe nurnber of points lying on Q4 amounts therefore to 16, 
their locus JS thel'efol'e a t>'ltl:(ace of order four, 1::. 4. 

§ 3. What is the locus of the points Q, if P elescribes a straight 
line lP. 

Any cp2 of tbe complex intm sects Z in two points B; and so con
tains also the 14 pomts Q associated to them; the locus of these 
pomts is thel'efore a cttrve of order seven, r/. It bas in common 
witb 1 the fOllI' intersections of Z anel 6. 4

• 

A plane V pa,ssmg thl'ough 1 mteI'sects (/ outside 1 mOl'eover in 
3 points 0" eaeh associated to a point P of Z. The 3 joining lines 
PO" ",hICb we sball indica,te by ril> ,Q2 anel ga contain each an 
involntion of assoC'iateel points. 

The locus of the points P of V, for which one of the associated 
points Q lies in V consists of these straight lines anel of the section 
c4 of V Wlth 1:::. 4

• Now this locus is the section of V with the surface 

1) Vide ZEUTHEN, Lehrbuch der abzdhlenden Methoden der Geometrie, 
Telibncr 1914. 
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rEVIEW 0;-11IE THEORETICALLY PREDICTED sy_my OF RÖNTGEN-PATTERNS OF UNlA>aAL CRYSTAUl, FOR PL~TES PAllALLEL TO THE 
BASAL FACE, AND TO THOSE OF THE FIRST AND SECOND PRISM. I, 

I. TetragonaI System. I: 

I Seriesllumber 

I 
1lldit:atioll of the Elemmts. of ...;ymmetry RÖlltgenpattern óntgenpattern Röntgmpattern Re resmtative I 0 I ","""""" 'f M, I 'il:m='" 'f m, I $ymm,uy " ~, 

. lil the . for a plate parallel la [or a p/ate parallel to for a plale parallel to I O/stalspecies: of the C/ass Cryslal.Symmetry: of Symmetry: consldered Crystals. looq : 11001 : 111 Oj : I 

9 Tetragonal·bisphenoidal A4 (also = A2) A single quaternaryaxis A single horizontal plane A single horizonlal plane No mineral known 
- of symmetry of symmetry I 

IQ 'Tetragonal. pyram id al A4 A single quaternaryaxis A single horizontal plane A single horizonlal plane Wulfmite 

A4 (also = A2) 
of symmetry of symmetry : 

II Tetragonal·sealenohe. 2A2';. A quaternary axis ; 2 X 2 Two perpendie. planes of Two perpendie. planes of Urea; Potassium· 
drieal 2S." - planes of symmetry symmetry; the perpen· symmetry; the perpen· hydrophosphate 

I die. to the photograph. die. to the photagraph. 
plate is a binary axis plate is a .bi~ary axis 

I2 ·Tetragonal·trapezohe· A.; 2A2' 2A2" I A quaternary axis; 2 X 2 Two perpendie. planes of Twa perpendie. planes of Nickelsulphate 
drieal planes of symmetry symmetry; the perpen· symmetry; the perpen· (6H2O) 

r die. to the photograph. diC. to the photograph. 

Telragonal.bipyramidal A4; HS; C 
plate is a binary axis plate is a binary axi5 

IJ A single quaternaryaxis A single horizontal plate A single horizontal plane Scheelite; Ery· 
of symmetry of symmetry I f/zrite 

I4 Ditetragonal.pyramidal ~; 2Sv'; 2Sv" A quaternary axis; 2 X 2 Two perpendic. planes of Two perpendie. planes of Penta.Erythrite 
plan es of symmetry symmetry; the perpen· symmetry; the perpen-

die. to the photograph. die. to the photograph. - - plate is a binary axis plate is a binary axis 
IJ Ditetragonal-bipyrami- A4 ; 2A2'; 2 A/'; liS; A quaternary axis; 2 X 2 Two perpendie. planes of Two perpendic.1planes of Rutile; Cassiterite; 

dal 2S.'; 2 Sv"; C planes of symmetry symmetry; the perpen- symmetry; the perpen- Potassiumferro-

I 

die. to the photograph. diC. to the photograph. cyanide (mimetie) 
plate is a binary axis pIate is a bi~ary ax}s 

-
- 11. TrigonaI System. -

I 

Seriesnwnber 

I 
Indication of t/ze Elements of Symmetry Róntgenpattern Röntgenpattern Róntgenpattern I I !jym~'Y 4 m, I Sy_'" 'f ~, I ",""""", 'f ~, I Representative of the Class Crystal-Symmetry: 'd in t/ze for a plate parallel fo for a p/ale parallel fo for a plate parallel 10 Crystalspecies: of Symmetry: con SI ered Crystals 10001 1: 110101: II21ój:' 

. I6 *Trigonal-pyramidal A3' A single ternary axis I No symmetry at all I No symmetry ~t all SOdiUm&erjOdate 

Trigonal·rhombohe- A3 (also = Aa); C A single ternary axis No symmetry at all 
(3H2 ) 

I7 No symmetry at all Phenakite; D%-
drieal 

The perpendie. t~ the plate 
mite 

I8 *Trigonal-trapezohe- A3 ; 3Az A ternary axis; three A single verlieal plane Quarz; Cinnabar 
drieal planes of symmetry of symmetry is a single binary axis 

I9 Trigonal-blpyramidal A3 ; HS A single senary axis A single horizontal plane A single horizontal plane No rnineral known 

Ditrigonal-pyramidal 
of symmetry of symmetry i 

20 A3 ; 3Sv A single ternary axis A single verlieal plane The perpendic. to the plate Turmaline 

A3 (also=Aa); 3A!; 
of symmetry is a single binary axis 

2I Dltrigonal-scalenohe- A single ternary axis A single vertleal plane The perpendie. to the plate Galcite 
drieal 3S.'; C of symmetry is a single binary axis 

22 Ditrigonal-bipyramidal A3 ; 3 A2 ; HS; 3 Sv A senary axis; and 2 X 3 Two perpendie. planes of Two perpendie. planes of No mineral known 
planes of symmetry symmetry; the perpen- symmetry; the perpen-

I \ 

die. to the photograph. 
plate is a binary axis 

die. to the photograpb. 
plate is a binary axis 

IlI. HexagonaI System. 
I 

I 

I 

2} I'HeXag~n~l-pyra~idal Aa '1 A single senary axis A single horizontal plane I A single horizo~tal plane Nephelite 
of symmetry of symmetry il 

24 *Hexagonal-trapezohe- Aa; 3A2 ; 3A2' A senary axis and 2 X 3 Two perpendlc. plan es of Two perpendie. planes of Antimonylbarium-
drieal plan es of symmetry symmetry; the perpen· symmetry; the perpen- lartrate + Pot-

die. 10 the photograph. dlc. to the photograpb. assÎumnitrale 

Hexagonal-bipyramidal A6 ; HS; C A single senary axis 
plate is a binary axis plate is a binary axis 

2J A single horizont al plane A single horizolJtal plane APatite 

A senary á~is and 2 X 3 
of symmetry of symmetry I -26 Dihexagonal-pyramidal A.; 3Sv; 3Sv' Two perpendic. planes of Two perpendlc.tanes of Zincile,. Wurt.oite 

1 plan es ot 'symmetry symmetry; the perpen- symmetry j th perpen-
1 ' die. to the photograph. die. to the phqtograph. 

Dihexagonal-bipyrami- Aa; 3A2 ; 3Az'; HS; 
I plate is a binary axis plate is a binary azis 

2'] I A senary axis and 2X3 Two perpendie. planes of Two perpendie. plan es of Beryl 
dal 3Sv; 3Sv'; C I plan es of symmetry symmetry; the perpen- symmetry j tbe per pen-

I 

I I dic. to the photograph. die. to the PhotograPh./ 

II 
i 

plate is a binary axis plate is a binary axis 

lt may be generally remarked here, that planes of symmetryl perpendicular to the photographic plate, will be manifested in the I~öntgenpattern by theÎl' 
resp. intersections with the plane of the photographie plate; and Uiat in Ihe ease, where the perpendieular to the plate corresponds to the direction of a binary 
aXis, this wil! appear in the pattern, as if a symmetry-centre in the photo were present. Binary axes in a plane parallel to that of the photographic plate are 
of course not revealed in the diffraetion-pattern. . I1 

N.B. - 11 - 2r.. - _ The symmetry elements of the Crystals are mdlcated as follofs. An - symmetry-axis of the first order, wlth a penod of _, An - symmetry-axls of the 

second order (axis of eomposed symmetry) of the period ?; ;IIHS = a h~rizontal plane of symmetry; Sv = verlieal plane of symmetry; unequivalent axes 

and planes are discerned by accent.; G = centre of symmetry. The optical axis is always supposed to be 'iJertical; the eristallographical principal axis of 
tl~e same direction is discerned as the c·axis. In the case of the Irigonal crystals, the symbols of BRAvAlS are used; in the case of hexagonal and trigonal 
(~ystals both, ~he direction of the face (1010) is supposed t~ I~e parallel- to that of (100) in the tetragonal cry~als, and J;t~ so that of (Ï2ïO) parallel to 
that of (OIO) m the case of telragonal forms. In some Inganal crystals, the plates were cut parallel to (0110) and (2 I 10), what does not involve any 
appreciabIe differenee for the considered problem, but makes lit necessary to compare more diredly the corresponding patterns with those obtained from 
tetragonal erystals cut parallel to (IlO) and (ITO). The symmbtry-classes indicated by * are those, whose crystals ean appear in enantiomorphous forms. 
(Enantiomorphism). I1 
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of the points Q, which are assoriated Lo the points P of V; th is is 
consequently a sU1jizee of order seven, (/J7. 

This order is also easily found from the number of intersections 
with a 1,)4 of the complex; the latter intersects V in 4 points P, 
contains therefore 28 points Q, assoriated to it. 

The joining line8 of aS50ciated points apparently form a con
gruence (7,3). 

§ 4. If the straight !ine 1 is one of the straight lines PQ, con
sidered in § 1, a ifJ2 of the complex will intersect the straight line 
I in two associated points, consequent!)' coutain six points only, 
which are associated to points of Z. The locus of those points is 
therefore a twisted cubic (13. The curve (/ has been repIaced here 
by the figure composed of Zand the QI counted twice. The latter 
intersects I in two of the four points which I has in common 
with b,. 4; the two othel's are the double points of the involution 
lying on PQ. 

Let us bring through PQ a p]ane V, in which PQ stands there
fore for the stJaight line .11' This. plane intersects Q3 moreovel' in a 
point R outside .11 j the joining lines of R with the two points 
on .11 associated to it, must be the straight lines .12 and .18' We 
see therefore that the tbree intersections of .11' .12 and ga are 
mutually associated and that each plane V contains one set of t!tree 
associräed points. 

A 1,)4 of the complex passing through two ussociated points lying 
on .11> intel''3ects (P" further in the 6 points associated to them and in 
the 14 points associated to Hs two other intel'sections with V. As 
the total nlllnber of intersections must be 28, the 6 points mentioned 
tirst are nodes of ifJ7. The th ree (13 belonging to .11' III and g. are 
thel:efore nodal curves of (/J7. 

A. Q4 passing throngh the three intel'sections of .11> ,ql and .q. inter
se cts (p7 fl1l'ther in the 5 points associated to them and in the 7 points 
associated to the fourth intersection of (14 and V. From this it easily 
ensues tbat the five pomts mentioned are tl'~Jle points of (/J7. 

§ 5. If P lies on b,. 4 one of the Ilssociated points coincides with 
P. If R,is olle of the othel's the locus of R may be inquired into. 

A Q4 of tbe complex intersects b,.4 in 16 points, contains therefore 
the 16 X 6 = 96 pointg R aS80ciated to them; that !o('us is con
sequentIy a sU11ace of orde/' 24:, b,.24. 

b,. 4 and b,.24 interseet in a curve of order 96; it will, howevel', 
degenerate: 

29 
Proceedings Royal Acad,-Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII. 
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1. in het locus of the points P, roinciding with two of the points 
assoeiated to thern. b,,4 and b,, 24 touch each otber along tbis curve. 

2. iJl tbe locus of tbe points P, coinciding with one of their 
associated ones while two more ot' the othel' points associated to 
tbem coincide as weil. 

~ 6. In order to filld the first of these curves we in vestigate the 
locus of the points R, associated to the points of the section c4 of 
V with b,,4. 

A f/J2 of the complex intersects c4 in 8 points, contains therefore 
8 X 6 = 48 points R, sa that the locus of R is a curve of order 
24, Q24. • 

The curve Q'-4 intersects V in 24 points, of which 2 lie on each 
of the three straight lines .q, and these are associated to the inter
secfions of g with the aS50ciated ('3; there remain 18, whicb must 
lie on c\ and in each of wbich tbe point P coinciding all'eady 
with Q coincides now moreover with R. 

The locus wan ted is therefol'e a curve of OI'CZe?' eighteen, Q1S. 
S 

~ 7. The Q'.j found just now intel'sects b" 4 in - 96 points; 36 of 
them are lying in the just found intersections wlth c\ the 60 remain
ing ones lie on b" 4, coincide conseq~ently with one of lhe associated 
on es w hile two others coincide on c4

• We see thel'efore that the 
second of tbe curves mentioned in § 5 is really of order 60. 

§ 8. The f/J2 r of the complex passing through a point P of 1::.4, 
have a common tangf'nt t in P. As they farm a net two more points 
are necessar'y to determine one of them. 

We now take these points infinitely near P, and in su eh a way, 
that tbey do not lie with t in one plane. The sl1l'face cp' thns 
determined has two different tangent plan es in P, must therefol'e 
be a cone which has P as vertex. b" 4 is th81'efo1'e nothing but the 
locus of tlw vertices of the cones of t!te cornple.x. 

~ 9. The involution IS considered here is a particular case of 
au IS investig-ated by Pröf. JAN DE V Rms 1). Three arbitrary pencils 
(rfJ2) had been gi ven there. Thl'ongh a poin t P passes ou t of each of 
them one f[)2; tbese 3 rJ)~ will interseet moreover in 7 points outside 
P. If we associate the::;e to P we get the f8 meant. 

The f8 considered above is acquil'ed by taking the 3 peneiIs as 
belonging to one and the same complex; in that case the thl'ee ifJ2 

1) These Proceedings volume XXI, p. 431. 
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passing through P dehil'mine a net and have the base-points of this 
net in commoJl. 

Fol' the more general Is the proposition of § ,1 does not hold 
good; consequently the joining 1ines of assoC'iated points form' a 
complex of rays instead of a congruence of rays. 

The locus of the coincidences is now a surface of order 8; the 
CUl"ve associated to a straight line Z is of order 23, the snrface 
associateQ to a plaue V is a180 of order 23. The question arises 
hew the reslllts obtained above are connected with tbe properties 
of tbose more general 1s • 

§ 10. If the 3 pencils (I])~) lie in the same complex 00 1 penciJs 
(..1 2

) may be intl'oduced intersecting the three given pencils. If the (jJ2 

of the complex are rcpresented by the points of a tridimensional space, 
the (A 2

) are l'epr~sented by the generatJ-lces of the ruled surface 
having the images of tbe giveu (jJ2 as dieectrlces. 

For a point P on the base-cUl"ve ),4 of a (Ll2) the three 1])2 fl'om 
the given pepcils passing through P belong to (.12

), consequently 
they have ),4 in common. F01' suclt a point P the associated points 
Q become tlterej01'e indefinite, if we start for the definition of the [8 

from the thl'ee pencils (1J~) instead of clil'ectly from the complex. 
In ol'der to find the locus of P, we obsel'\'e th at the 1])2 of the 

three pencils (.p2) belonging to one and the same peneil (A2) are 
projecti vely associated to each othel', as immediately follows from 
the representation rnentioned. The base-curves Ä,4 are conseqnently 
sections of corresponding suJ'faces 1])2 out of two projeC'lively 
associated pencils; their locus is therefore a sUIface 0 j 01'(181' jour, !.!4. 

§ 11. Ir stal'ting from the more general P, the given pencils 1])2 are 
allowed to change in such a way that they rome to lie in the same com
plex, the oecurrenre of .5~4 wiII appal'ently cause various degenerations. 

As the points associated to a point P of .24 are indefinite they 
mayaIso be considel'ed as coincidillg with P, and consequently the 
surface 6. 8 of the coincidences of the general 18 wiII degenerate into 
6.4 and .Q4. <-

A straight line Z intel'sects ,g4 in 4 points, intersects therefore 
four j.4, the ()~3 associated in the general case to I degenel'ates 
consequently into the !{7 found above and those four ;,4. 

A plane V passing thl'ough I intersects Q~3 in genet'al In 15 points 
outside t, of these 12 lie now on .2\ which are associated by 3's 
to 4 points of Z. 

From the section of'V with the associated surface tP28 the section 
29* 
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with 02 4 is therefol'e sepal'ated thrice, and as this section must 
be counted once more as part of tbe sectIOn with b,.8, ip2J has 
degenerated into the surface ip7 found above and in the four times 
counted surface 024

, 

§ 12. On each of lhe straight lines PQ considered in § 1 lies 
au invoIntion of associated points, of which the double points are 
öituated on b,. 4. If these are a6sociated to each othel' an invollltion 
on b,. 4 is obtained. 1t ha6 been deunred in a different way by STURM 

(Die Lehre von den g'eometrisrhen Vel'wandtschaften, Vol. lIL, p. 409). 
He proves among athers that in this way ta each plane section c4 

of b. { a twisted curve (/ of order six aud rank sixteen is associated. 

Chemistry, - "On 
By Dl', F. E 
HOLLEMAN). 

the allot1'OP,1/ of the ammonium halides l." 
O. SomWFER. (Oommunicated by ·Prof. A. F. 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 26, ] 915). 

1. lntl'oduction. In the litel'alure, in particlllar in the <'l'ystallogl'a
phicaI literature, there are a number of papers to be found which lead 
us to the conclu6ion that ammonium chloride and ammonium byomide 
can occu!' in two different crystalIine forms, ThllS STAS 1) found that 
the transpal'ent rl'ystallille ma~s which deposits from Ihe vapollr of 
subliming ammonium chloride, comes off from the wall when cooled, 
and becomes opaque; he also statet:i tbat tlle speciflc weight of the 
transparent and fhe opaque ammonium chloride are different. Though 
STAS does not entel' into fnrther details about Lhese phenomena, these 
expel'iments would already be snffirient to snggest dimol'phy here. 
It is l'emaI'kable that STAS ha~ evidently sllcceeded in cooling the 
transpal'ent ammonium ehlOl'ide, which accol'ding to th€' above is 
metastable at the OI'diJlal'y temperature, to room temperatUl'e without 
the convel'sion taking place, the more sa because in the papers that 
have appeared later no indications are to he found tOl' this possi
bility. GOSSNER.2

), who l'epeated STAS' sublimation experiment, says 
that genemlly conversion sets in alr'eady during the sublimation, and 
the ('lear ('1'ystals can only be pl'f>served fol' a shû\,t time. 

LEHJ\lANN 8) was the fil'st to conclLlde to dlmorphy; he tl'Ïed 

I) STAS Untersuchungen ilbel' die Geselze der chemisch en Proportionen u. s. w. 
überselzt von ARONSTEIN. S. 55 \1867 . 

2) GOSSNER, Zeitschr. f. Kl'yst. 38 110 (1903). 
S) LEHMANN, Zeitschr, f. Kl'yst. 10 321 t1885). 


